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Abstract

Elastic tissue does not typically regenerate in adults, so there is demand for ways to restore these tissues following damage. The stages through which tropoelastin self-assembles into elastin and, in turn, elastic fibers, are hierarchical and the topic of extensive, ongoing research. It is this capacity for self-assembly that is of interest for a class of materials that promote the formation of new elastic tissue.

Processes and a hybrid biomaterial, developed in association with Dr. Suzanne Mithieux in my lab, are intended to deliver tunable levels of histologically detectable patient elastin into full-thickness wound sites. This approach addresses a persistent unmet need because repairing wounds lack this elastic substratum. Previously, dogma asserted that elastin synthesis is attenuated in early childhood, but we found that we can overcome this restriction by adding exogenous tropoelastin, regardless of the age of the dermal fibroblast donor. We found how to further enhance synthesis with older cells by using conditioned media. This approach delivers elastin as a layer on the leading dermal repair template for contact with the deep dermis in order to deliver prefabricated elastic fibers to the physiologically appropriate site during surgery to repair scar tissue at sites of healing full thickness wounds.
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